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Storyline: Amber Goldilocks is a little girl who lives near Saks Ave. 
One day, as she was reading The Three Little Bears, her imagination 
retells another version. 
Scene 1: Amber Goldilocks is reading The Three Little Bears in her 
room. She starts to daydream of another version of the The Little Bears. 
            Narrator: Here is Amber Goldilocks and everyday she sits by 
her window to read.  
            But today is different. 
Scene 2: Goldilocks is walking down Saks Fifth Ave. 
            Narrator: Now here is Goldilocks. She loves to shop, shop and 
shop. Any bargain, good or bad, is good enough for her.  
Scene 3: Goldilocks encounters the three little bear’s clothing shop. 
Coincidently, they were having a sale. 
            Narrator: Goldilocks then comes across the Three Little Bear’s 
shop.  
Scene 4: The three little bears are getting ready for a picnic. 
            Narrator: A little while ago, the three little bears went out for a 
picnic. 
Scene 5: Fast forward. Goldilocks enters the three little bears’ clothing 
shop/house. 
            Narrator: As Goldilocks entered the shop, she fell in love right 
away with the         shop’s merchandise. 
Scene 6: The clothes have been tried on, but Goldilocks only likes baby 
bear’s blue shirt. 
            Narrator: She tried on all the shops’ shirts but only like baby 
bears. 
Scene 7: Goldilocks is hungry so she decides to eat the porridge on the 
table. 
            Narrator: Soon Goldilocks grew hungry and decides to eat the 
porridge on the  
            table. The first was too sweet, the second too salty, but the last 
one was just right. 
Scene 8: The three bears’ chairs. 



            Narrator: After she ate, she wanted to sit. But the first one was 
too big, the second            was too pink, but the last one was just right. 
Scene 9: The three bears’ bed. 
            Narrator: Soon Goldilocks grew tired and wanted to take a 
beauty nap. But the     first bed was by Ethan Allan, the second one was 
by Martha Stewart, but the last   one was by Babyworld, which was just 
right. 
Scene 10: The three bears came home from their picnic. 
            Narrator: Meanwhile, the three bears came home from their 
picnic to find their       shop a little disorganized. 
Scene 11: The bears find Goldilocks in baby bear’s bed. 
            Narrator: They found Goldilocks in their bed. Goldilocks woke 
up and started to   scream and run away. 
Scene 12: Goldilocks is running away down the street. Goldilocks 
hardly went shopping   after that.  
Scene 13:   View of Saks Fifth Ave and Amber Goldilocks. 
            Narrator: And that’s the story of The Three Modern Little Bears 
from Saks Fifth   Ave.  
  
NOTE: Lines have been edited in the video. 
 


